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STONECROFT'S BRAND
Stonecroft’s logo is a registered trademark. The registered trademark symbol ® is
included as an official part of our ribbon cross and logotype name in order to comply
with U.S. trademark regulations. Please use only this official version of the logo.

What is a Brand?
brand

/brand/
noun
the sum total of all functional (tangible) and emotional (intangible) assets that differentiate [the entity] among the
competition.¹
“A brand is the essence of one’s own unique story. ... The power of a strong logo in brand identity
is that a simple visual can instantaneously communicate a brand and what it is about. Some
large brands are able to do this by symbol only, without words, that is the Holy Grail that brands
dream about. This seems to represent the very essence of communication at its most primitive
roots. ... Logos are vitally important, but are just one component of what creates a strong brand.
Logos should support the broader brand strategy that supports an even bigger brand story.”
– Paul Biedermann, re:DESIGN

Navigation

Reassurance

Engagement

Brands help consumers
choose from a bewildering
array of choices.

Brands communicate the
intrinsic quality of the
product or service and
reassure customers that they
have made the right choice.

Brands use distinctive
and consistent imagery,
language, and associations
to encourage customers to
identify with the brand.
– David Haigh, CEO, Brand Finance

Brands have three primary functions:
The Power of Consistency
“Next to differentiation, consistency is the second most important principle of branding.
Brand consistency is the secret to brand success. With enough repetition, the brand is
ingrained in the customer’s mind, preferably linked to things that matter to them.”
– Rachelle Hynes, Partner & Creative Director, Straydog

A brand has power. A strong brand message begins with a logo and consistency, and matures
based on usage. Consistency in the usage of the Stonecroft Logo is just one aspect of
building a strong representation of who we are as a ministry, and an organization. This
consistency should be applied to all the ways we communicate at Stonecroft.
The purpose of this style guide is to help us maintain a unified and clear representation
of Stonecroft to all stakeholders of the organization. Every touchpoint is a representation
of who we are. From letterhead to signage, from email to invoices - all are a form
of our brand and all have a capacity to affect how Stonecroft is perceived.
Never underestimate the power of consistency in our branding and communication materials. Consistency
shows that we care about how information is presented which, in turn, shows women that we care
about them. This consistency is absolutely vital to growing and/or establishing their trust in us.
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What is Stonecroft's Brand?
Stonecroft exists to reconcile women to the God of the Universe through His Son Jesus Christ. Our
passion is to take the Gospel to women where they are, as they are. We are compelled to share the
Gospel. This is our promise – the foundation of our brand. We consistently communicate that promise,
that message, our God-given mission by maintaining a consistent brand image in print and online.
We wanted a logo and tagline that reflected Stonecroft’s mission, its rich history, and its exciting
future. We wanted a logo and tagline that appealed to Christian women of all ages – while
also leading seekers to investigate, not flee. Mostly, we wanted a tagline that exalted Christ
and His work on the Cross. Read on to see how this logo and tagline reflect our brand:

The Logo

The Tagline

Stonecroft has always had a cross and a crown in its
logo. Our logo is a beautiful ribbon cross that creates
a crown-like shape of four corners in its center.

Stonecroft has always taken the Good News
to women where they are – the restaurant,
the country club, the coffee shop, the living
room. We haven’t expected women to come
to us or to church. We go to them.

The smaller cross embedded in the tag
line resembles an ancient Celtic cross. Our
faith is both historic and modern.

Jesus came to rescue women as we were,
no matter our circumstance or culture, no
matter our lifestyle or sins. Stonecroft,
too, goes to women just as they are.

The ribbons resemble advocacy ribbons
and Jesus is our great Advocate, the One
who heals our greatest need through His
substitutionary life, death, and resurrection.

We, like the Apostle Paul, want to be strong
to the strong, weak to the weak, Jews to the
Jews, and Gentiles to the Gentiles to express
the unchanging Gospel to all sorts of women.

The ribbons form an infinite loop. God is eternal
and the life He provides us through Jesus is eternal.
The colors represent reaching out to all types
of women with the Gospel. They show off God’s
magnificent array of colors in creation.

That’s the genesis of our tagline – a small cross
resting between the words “where she is” and “as
she is.” Because that’s where we take the message of
the Cross – to each woman, where she is, as she is.
LOGO
LOGOTYPE

LOGOMARK

where she is

as she is

TAGLINE

Variations

where she is

as she is
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LOGO USAGE
Correct Usage
Consistency builds trust by creating a strong brand.
Consistent usage of the logo is just one aspect of building
a strong representation of who we are as a ministry and
an organization. This consistency should be applied
to all the ways we communicate at Stonecroft.

where she is

as she is

where she is

as she is

The power of consistency in our branding and communication
materials is critical in helping build a positive and
powerful Stonecroft brand. Consistency shows that we
care about how information is presented which, in
turn, shows our audience that we care about them.
Here are a few helpful guidelines on creating support
materials for the Stonecroft brand. The materials you create
play a vital role in helping grow and expand our brand.

1. Keep the logo clear and easily identified
Use the appropriate background for the logo (see #2)
and keep it clear of obstructing elements. As a safety,
keep the logo a minimum of a fourth of an inch away
from all other content when working with a half letter
page size or smaller. If larger than a half letter, give
a half an inch of clearance. White space is good!

where she is

as she is

where she is

as she is

2. Use the right variation for your background
The color version should appear on a white or light neutral
background for greatest impact. For darker backgrounds,
use the reverse (white) version. Please use the PNG files
provided for any background color other than white.

3. Choose the right fonts for your materials
Go for neutral/simple fonts, especially for copy. Don’t use
decorative fonts that take away from or clash with the
brand or logo. Fontsquirrel.com offers a variety of free type.
NEVER use Comic Sans, Papyrus, or Curlz.

4. Match the overall theme of your piece
to the color pallet of the logo/brand
If using a color logo, choose colors that
complement the logo, not clash with it.
Otherwise use a black and/or white logo.
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Incorrect Usage
We want our identity to represent us with a clean, bold statement. Here are
some examples of incorrect logo modifications and applications.

1. Do not make another logo.
2. Do not modify the logo in any way: adding elements, effects,
type to, or taking away elements from the logo.
3. Do not use the logotype (words) without the logomark (cross).
You may use the logomark without the logotype and the logotype and mark without the tagline.

4. Do not rotate the logo or any part of the logo.
5. Do not distort the proportions (height or width).
Particular attention should be made when placing the logo in an application (such as Microsoft
Word or PowerPoint) where the image proportions are changed simply by dragging the corners
of the picture window box. This changes the aspect ratio of the logo and should be avoided.
Most applications will lock the aspect ratio by holding down the “Shift” key while scaling.

6. Do not use the logo variation with the tagline if the logo is smaller than 1.5 inches.
Minimum size that the Stonecroft Logo without the tagline may be reproduced
is no smaller than 3/4 inch wide by proportional height.

7. Do not place the color logo over a busy photograph or textured background. This
is only appropriate in some cases and should be approved by the designer.
8. Do not use the JPG logo on any background other than solid white.

Kansas City

where she is

as she is

where she is

Kansas City

where she is

where she is

as she is

as she is

as she is
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5 DESIGN ESSENTIALS
Legibility & Readability
“Legibility concerns the recognition and differentiation of letters and the resulting
word shapes that they form. Readability concerns the manner and ease with
which the reading eye traces, connects, and absorbs these words ....”
– The Complete Typographer

Legibility highly depends on the font used. Serif and sans serif are two basic categories of fonts. A serif is the
small detail at the end of some of the strokes that form a letter. A typeface without serifs is called a sans serif.
For print, serif type is best for large bodies of running copy. The serifs help easily distinguish
the letterforms for smooth, continuous reading. 10-11 pt size (12-14 for 60+) is best for reading
and is ideal for printed copy. Stay away from decorative or complex type for running copy.

Serif

Sans Serif

AaBbCc

AaBbCc

Sans serif type does well as headers and subheaders set at a larger font size than the running copy
to differentiate content. Sans serif is easily read at larger sizes. For digital material, we recommend
a font size of 14-16 pt, which is why a sans serif may work well for web rather than a serif.
Increase your font size by a point or two when using reverse text (white/light colored text over a dark
background). Eyes have a harder time reading reverse text in print, so making it larger will help.
Depending on the x-height of a font, the minimum size for readable content is 9 pt. If
you find yourself wanting to make your text smaller than 9 pt because it won’t fit, you
should eliminate some of your text or increase the area available for your content.

• Do NOT write large amounts of copy in all caps
• Only use bold, italic, or underline for emphasis
“Legibility is achieved by controlling the qualities and attributes inherent in
typography that makes type readable. These attributes make it possible for a reader
to comprehend typographic forms with the least amount of difficulty.”
– Typographic Design: Form and Communication

White Space & Margins
Often when we see some white space on our material, we think, “Ooh, now I can fit all this text in
there” or “I’m going to put clipart in that spot!” (P.S.: never use Word clipart.) Actually white space
is our friend! Designers use white space to eliminate the feeling of clutter. It gives order and a
clear direction of where the eyes should go, as well as an opportunity for the eyes to rest.
Just like whitespace, margins are important! Margins are essential for all materials, but especially for
printed materials. Elements too close to the edge of your item may be clipped due to the variations in
printing processes. Printers require at least 1/8 inch safe zone, but your margins should be even larger.
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“The outer margin should allow comfortable space for the
reader to hold ... without obscuring the text.”
– Typographic Design: Form and Communication

• 1/4 inch MINIMUM for materials smaller than half letter (8.5 x 5.5) page size
• 1/2 inch MINIMUM for materials half letter page size and larger

Leading/Line Spacing
lead·ing

/lediNG/
noun
the depth of space between lines [of copy].²
Leading should be at least two points larger than the size of your type to ensure readability.
You don’t want the leading too tight, even when you need to make room for your text. It
would be best to edit down copy or go to a larger size paper if something doesn’t fit.

This text is set at 12 pt type on
14 pt leading (12/14). This is an
example of good leading.

This text is set at 12 pt type on
10 pt leading (12/10). This is
an example of bad leading.
(This document is set at 10/14.)

Text Alignment²
Left Aligned
“An intelligent interpretation
of the text will not only
ensure readability, but
will also reflect its
tone, its structure, and
its cultural context.”
Comments:
Since we live in a society that
reads left to right, left aligned
text allows the reader’s eyes
to find the beginning of each
line of text quickly and easily.
The space between the words
remains consistent, and it’s
not necessary to hyphenate.
This alignment is to be used
for running copy.

Center Aligned
“An intelligent interpretation
of the text will not only
ensure readability, but
will also reflect its
tone, its structure, and
its cultural context.”
Comments:
Centered text in large
portions is difficult to read.
It may be tempting to center
align to make things look
symmetrical, but this does
more damage than good. This
alignment should NOT be
used for running copy. Only
center short information like
dates, times, and addresses.

Right Aligned
“An intelligent interpretation
of the text will not only
ensure readability, but
will also reflect its
tone, its structure, and
its cultural context.”
Comments:
Again, we live in a society
that reads left to right. Right
aligned text is difficult to
read because the eye can get
lost trying to find the next
line. This alignment should
NOT be used for running
copy. This alignment is
good for small captions and
attributions.
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File Types³
File Extension		Use		Color		Transparency		Other		
EPS & TIFF/TIF

Print		CMYK		Transparency				

JPEG/JPG		

Print/Web

CMYK/RGB

No Transparency		

not archival*

PNG			Web/Print

RGB		Transparency				

PDF			Print/Web

CMYK/RGB

Transparency				

Use EPS and TIFF files for sending to printers to get paraphernalia and documents printed. You will
not be able to open these files unless you have the proper software. They cannot be used for web.
JPEG files are the most common files, intended for photographs. They are used for both web and
print. They can be uploaded and downloaded easily. *JPEG files are not archival – they lose quality/
information each time they’re uploaded/downloaded making them gradually more pixelated.
DO NOT pull images from Facebook or Google! Find the original source, purchase and license it (or find a royalty
free image), then download it. JPEGs pulled from Google images and Facebook are low quality, and you don’t have
permission to use them! Get images from stock photo sites only.
PNG files are very versatile and are mainly used for web, but can also be used for print.
They are archival so they don’t lose information, and they have transparency. If you
want to use a logo over a colored background, use the PNG version not the JPEG.
PDF files are great for typed documents! PDFs are the standard document format. You can
view them without complex software, they can be uploaded to the web to be viewed, and
they’re also very easily printed. You cannot upload PDFs to Facebook as a displayed image.

Sources
Adapted from the "Stonecroft Brand Style Guide for Volunteers"
¹ Graphic Design Solutions
² The Complete Typographer
³ Design Technology 2 Path Book
Typographic Design: Form and Communication
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